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Given their sole exposure to the geometric or expressionist abstraction from New York, the Paris School, or the Bauhaus, young artists at the beginning of this decade in Brazil were brutally awakened by Pop's emphasis on everyday, tangible, and utilitarian realities. While the French still couldn't "stand" the displacement of the global art center from Paris to New York, in the United States, the reality of a consumer civilization, defi ned by its myths and symbols, was being converted into a [form of] artistic expression (of course after the door had already been opened by Dada during the second decade of the century). Throughout the last decade in Brazil, voracious and harrowing Biennials have pressured the national artist to abandon the palette; the younger ones threw themselves headlong into the new fashion, this new modus that refl ected a North American reality. Nevertheless the system by which such customs are being absorbed and automatically re-elaborated is already being questioned, expanding, to some extent, what writer Décio Pignatari calls our "repertoire." Meanwhile, our Brazilian-Portuguese, provincial-rustic way of life, the faithful refl ection of a world that is ceasing to exist, is gradually being silenced. These youngsters, who have been making art for barely fi ve years, did not grow up within a "Brazilian reality," but in accordance with the "American way of living," absorbed by the world with a feeling of both fascination and rapture. The beginning of the idealization of these values can be situated globally between the end of World War I and the end of World War II. After this period, the United States was no longer seen as just the victor but also as the liberator, and consequently, its system became a source of envy, because it seemed to place at our feet a whole apparatus conceived to enhance our comfort, and happiness according to the infinite possibilities of technology. This brings us to the Brazilian contribution to the 9th edition of the São Paulo Biennial. In current exhibition catalogs we find such phrases as "the models accepted by the mass gain today a special signification for the avantgarde artists" or "a loving investigation into banal objects," etc. These [statements] imply a focus on the marks of urban living, traffic signs, comic strips in frames à la Lichtenstein, reformulations of works by North American artists. All this was inevitable. It was as imperative as studying with Cabanel in Paris was eighty years ago. That is, it was inevitable and imperative, if one considers it as a point of departure, and not as an aim.
Because the model [of urban living and pop culture that young artists endorse as a departure point for experimentation] is fundamentally not ours, we had to borrow technical excellence [from abroad] to justify it. Regardless, in Brazil's room at the last Biennial, everything seemed cheap, copied, lacking in quality, artificial in its sophisticated and pseudo-cosmopolitan language, gratuitous in the great, visually deafening bazaar. Décio Pignatari characterized it as tribal, for having developed from the most violent instincts of a generation. But in what sense? In the sense of freedom? Or because of an eagerness to belong to another "system"? Each work sought to be more authentic and urgent than the last, yet none of them succeeded, with the exception of a few isolated instances where it was only achieved in part (as in the case of a young José Resende). Everything seems difficult, slow, like the development of our own culture, which has so many roots. And all of a sudden, the artist feels disconnected-except when [he/she engages with] works with ludic overtones, which require the ephemeral participation of the audience. He sits down anxiously muttering to himself, joking around, chitchatting until the wee hours when he leaves without saying goodbye, not even remembering what he'd talked about.
It might be deemed a Brazilian characteristic. Artists are dominated by an anxiety and dissatisfaction caused by art's failure to pro-duce social action. Nothing imported can make up for this failure, and the only communication [that seems] possible is mass communication.
Artists thus turn to [mass communication] in their search for what the public can relate to most (the fotonovela, the soap opera, comics, football, "outdoor" ads, love, "Miss" Brazil, the TV idols, chronicles in the daily press, industrialization, and international politics) from Szpigel to Tozzi, from Chartuni to Aguilar, from Antônio Henrique [Amaral] to Gerchman, from Nelson Leirner to Vergara, Luíz Gonzaga, and Gláuco Rodrígues, among others. They all flock toward the issues that provoke a reaction in [the viewer], trying to achieve a greater level of perceptiveness. Gradually, departing from the issue of manipulative mass communication, they have looked for ways of approaching a wider audi ence, regardless of a concern for the market-anxious to exhibit this lively and pertinent language as "their" style, and "their" new form of expression to a larger audience outside of the rarefied gallery circuit. Perhaps this is how the idea for the giant rubber stamps presented in the Brasilia Salon last December was born. The stamps could have been named "Art for everyone, available to everyone," a reflection of a fairly traditional notion of utopia. An almost childlike euphoria pervaded [the work of] these artists who adhered to the stamps' format, to disseminate their proposition, despite being set within a specific plastic language.
This was a clumsy attempt that was received with reservations (evidently it has been established that critics benefit from keeping silent in the face of "novelties," as voicing their opinion would come at the price of not being considered "forward thinking"). Unfortunately, among many critics, just as in national politics, being on the side of young people is an investment (and in this instance, none were!). Somehow, the stamp encapsulated a desire to imprint [the artist's] time on the art object. Both stamps and banners were symbolic of being contemporary, of not dwelling on traditions. However, popular traditions are not to be toyed with, and customs, which are cultivated by the population, persist and become entrenched by the force of their very conviction, they are fixed by time, and the population never wishes to see them altered. It's the same as in popular crafts and religion, rituals, and liturgy (the difficulties in implementing the decisions taken during the Second Vatican Council prove it). Somewhat contradictorily, the flags [and] banners, exhibited by the São Paulo and Rio artists are not the kind of popular art found in bourgeois households, bought at bar-gain prices, but reflect the notion of a flag without a leader, a banner without a [sense of] conviction behind it, the will to fight, but without ideas. Alas, [the flags appear] in complete alignment with our Brazilian socio-political problematic. At the same time, the highly artificial recurrence of cordel literature in the painting of the flags cannot be related to their environment, or to their bond with the land. In the still tentative field of young Brazilian cinema, the results have been better because it has more authentic connotations connected to Northeastern regional literature, or inspired by its themes. If we examine the mere "gesture" of these flags, they remain uninteresting as works in and of themselves, because, as Herbert Read claims, The old myths cannot be reanimated, nor can new myths be created by taking thought. No doubt the new myths will be archetypes of the collective unconscious and therefore of similar structure to the old myths, but they must appear spontaneously in our midst. They can take shape only as icons, as plastic images conceived by the poet and artist. There can be no new mythology until there is a new iconography, a ritual precipitating new symbols.
Therefore the flags' wager was false. Artificial. The Americans only created a movement like "pop" after having established a new iconography, as Read concluded. And only [Americans] can relate to [this iconography] with such intensity, since it is consequential to their civilization. This is why we categorically reject any celebration like that of critic Mário Barata in his recent article published in O Jornal do Comercio, from March 10th last, in which he defines it as "new art" (?), claiming that "it struck-as it occurred in these examples during the summer of 67-68 in São Paulo and Rio, the most definite category-on the material plane-of public art." What does "public art" mean? Does the fact that it took place in Ipanema Square [in Rio] or on Avenida Brazil [in São Paulo] mean it's public art? An image kept in a church in the interior of the country is much more public, regardless of whether it was ever carried in a procession on the street; the same goes for ex-votos.
Yet there are more concrete promises in the case of art in Brazil, though perhaps they are still somewhat distant. It was Read who said: "every such invention must be spontaneous. We can endow scholarship, but for art we can only build a nest and pray that a phoenix will adopt it."
We don't give credit, or we don't want to give credit, to the "irrational" system of a purely technological era, as Marcuse critically defines it. An era in which The goods and services that the individuals buy control their needs and petrify their faculties. They have dozens of newspapers and magazines that espouse the same ideals. They have innumerable gadgets that keep them occupied and divert their attention from the real issue-which is the awareness that they could both work less and determine their own needs and satisfactions.
Here an art tightly connected to technology cannot bloom yet (Palatnik is an isolated exception). It would require, first and foremost, for us to find "our own syllables." Yet there is an environmental tendency taking shape in the practice of seemingly disconnected artists, which is a significant point of convergence. Without wanting to preach, reference can be made to Lygia Clark's experiences (and her experiments in self-reinvention), or to Hélio Oiticica's investigations. To a certain extent, we can also speak of the projects of various stalls in the fairs in Ibirapuera (by Szpigel, Acácio Assunção, and Nelson Leirner), to the decoration projects by Wesley Duke Lee ("Paraphernalia" and "Blow Up" in São Paulo, for instance). These artists seek to communicate and foster dialogue through tangible environments constructed with great inventiveness and information, and no longer with a gratuitously ludic approach. In the construction of set environments, quality is an affair that the São Paulo artists strive to master, in order to gain the most from it. Because it is related to industrialization, craftsmanship and technique are crucial, and these works address this dialogue.
In another context, from another group and another generation, Marcello Nitsche presented "Bolha" ("Bubble," Art Gallery, São Paulo), a proposition close to environments, yet with different objectives, which comes across as violent. The work is emotional, "subversive" even, and if we want to describe its life cycle, it goes through the phases of "resting," "growing," and deflating. Extraordinarily provocative, terribly grave, Nitsche's work initially scares the audience that surrounds it, resembling a mysterious living organism that exerts its power to evolve within the environment, increasingly occupying it, startling the closer gallery assistants, and physically compressing the spectators. A series of collective reactions could be seen [in the audi-ence] during the inauguration, when "Bolha" was first put into action. As it slowly grew, the public was instantly attracted, becoming increasingly aware of a desire to touch it, to dominate it, following the peak phase of its physical might. Even the noise of the machine that accompanies the "growth" of the work up to its "orgasm" is important from the perspective of communication, transmitting to all those present the vibration of its erotic genital evolution, already a sexualized form when at rest and until its moment of climax. With a level never achieved before in his works and with uncommon material beauty, Marcello developed the same principle of a dynamic life form that was first introduced in Brasilia. The work is a source of life, and its political connotations are impressively relevant in this moment of nervous tension for young people across the country; it is participative through its involving vibration, and its eloquent expressivity in the presence of the numerous spectators.
A one-to-one experience with "Bolha" calls for reflection on its tactile physical explorations, on the attention toward the mechanical noises that establish an atmosphere for its nonmagical development, which is strangely human-collective-alive. Fixed on the ground. It therefore embodies a sense of concentrated interior-exterior movement, after the inverse relationship mentioned previously of exteriorindividual reality that takes place when it operates in front of a crowd or a numerous audience. Within this very antinomy, the core of Nitsche's work is concentrated in the importance of its momentous message.
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